The event schedule below is as of 2/24/20 and is subject to change. Please visit ceas.uchicago.edu for potential updates and additions.

February 2020

19

**Screening**
*Shusei: The Main Battleground of the Comfort Women Issue*
Miki Dezaki, Film Director
5:45pm, Social Sciences Research Building 122

**CEAS Lecture Series**
*Tawada Yoko and Social Thought: Deconstruction, Destruction, Assimilation*
Brett de Bary, Cornell University
5:00pm, Joseph Regenstein Library 122

March 2020

2

**Reading**
*Lunch Reading and Discussion*
Sawako Nakayasu, Poet & Translator
12:00pm, Logan Center for the Arts 801

**Workshop**
Marie Abe, Boston University
4:30pm, Logan Center for the Arts 802

**Reading**
Sawako Nakayasu, Poet & Translator
6:00pm, Logan Center for the Arts 801

**East Asia by the Book! CEAS Author Talks**
*Soka Gakkai’s Human Revolution: The Rise of a Mimetic Nation in Modern Japan*
Levi McLaughlin, North Carolina State University
5:00pm, Seminary Co-op

**Performance**
*Sifu: An Evening of Cantonese Opera*
7:00pm, Logan Center for the Arts Performance Hall

April 2020

2

**Naijita Distinguished Lecture Series**
*Disappearing Japan? Few Marriages and Fewer Births in 21st-Century Japan*
Mary Brinton, Harvard University
5:00pm, International House Assembly Hall

**Lecture**
*Oh Baby: The Birth Dearth in Postindustrial Societies*
Mary Brinton, Harvard University
12:30pm, Social Sciences Research Building Tea Room 201

**Lecture**
*Bringing Images Down to Earth*
Phil Kaffen, University of North Carolina at Charlotte
5:00pm, Franke Institute for the Humanities

**Lecture**
*Women, Goddesses and Gender Affinity in Spirit Writing*
Elena Valussi, Loyola University Chicago
5:00pm, 1155 E. 60th Street, Room 319

May 2020

1

**Conference**
*Socialist Aspirations II: Sovereignty, Ethnicity, Global Politics*
9:00am - 5:00pm, Swift Hall Common Room

**Lecture**
*From Chinese Chan to Japanese Zen: Five Mountains, Five Houses, Five Ranks*
Steven Heine, Florida International University
4:30pm, Swift Hall Common Room

**Reading**
*Killing Kanoko / Wild Grass on the Riverbank*
Hiromi Ito, Poet & Novelist / Jeffrey Angles, Western Michigan University
6:00pm, Ida Noyes Hall 3rd Floor Theater

**CEAS Lecture Series**
*Against Transition: Meiji Tokyo and the Revolution of the Anthropocene*
Ian J. Miller, Harvard University
5:00pm, Joseph Regenstein Library 122

**Workshop**
Takuro Tsunoda, Kanagawa Prefectural Museum of Cultural History
9:00am - 1:00pm / 12:00pm - 4:00pm

June 2020

15-19

**Workshop**
*Japanese Language Text Mining: Digital Humanities Methods for Japanese Studies*